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1. Introduction 
In this introduction we discuss some of the results which are thought to be of 
most interest which are going to be proved in the later sections. The main purpose 
of the article is to investigate some of the implications on the structure of a 
2 - (v ,  k, h) block design that possesses a block-transitive automorphism group. 
Before stating the first main result it is necessary to introduce a definition which 
may not be standard. Let X be a permutation group on a set/2. Assume that X 
has t orbits O1 , . . . , /2 ,  and choose ai ~ Oi, 1 <~i~ < t. Let X~ have t~ orbits on/2.  
We will define the rank of X to be Y.'~=I t~. If X is transitive this gives the normal 
definition of rank. However, it is true that if ~r is the permutation character then 
rank of X is the inner product (Tr, 7r). In that sense this definition is a genuine 
generalization of the rank of a transitive permutation group. 
If G is a subgroup of the automorphism group of a 2 -  (v, k, h) design which is 
block transitive then the permutation group induced on the points incident with a 
given block is independent of the block. We can now state our first main theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a subgroup of the automorphism group of a 2 - (v ,  k, h) 
design which is transitive on blocks. Let B be a block and suppose that GB induces 
a permutation group on the points incident with B which has rank m and t orbits. 
Then G has point rank ~m - t+ 1. 
A particular corollary is the case where GB acts as the identity group in which 
case we have that the point rank of G is less than or equal to k 2 -  k + 1. 
There is no assumption in this paper that a block is determined by the set of 
points incident with the block. 
We should make it clear at this point that an automorphism of a design ~ is a 
pair (g, h) where g is a permutation on the points of ~ and h is a permutation on 
the blocks of ~ such that ot/B if and only if ctg/Bh for all points a and all blocks 
B. 
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By an abuse of language, if there exists a set of k points, say S, such that there 
are g distinct blocks B such that (B)= S. i.e., S is the set of points incident with 
B, we will say that the blocks are "repeated" g times. If a design ~ has a block B 
which is repeated and if ~ has an automorphism group which is transitive on 
blocks, then all blocks are repeated the same number of times. Given such a 
design, we can construct a new design 9 '  whose point set is the same, but we 
choose just one block out of each set of repeated blocks. If the original design had 
parameters 2 -  (v, k, )t), the new design will have parameters 2-  (v, k, )t/g) where 
each block of ~ is repeated g times. 
Clearly, this process can be reversed, that is given any 2 - (v ,  k, )t) design ~ we 
can construct a new design ~1 with the same set of points and new blocks (i, B) 
where B is a block of ~ and 1 ~<i~ < g, for some natural number g, and incidence 
is defined in the obvious manner, i.e., if x is a point, xI(i, B) if and only if x/B. In 
this situation, we have the following proposition, whose proof will be omitted. 
Proposition. Let G be automorphism group of 9. Let ~1 be the design constructed 
above. Then Aut~l~-Sym(g)wr  G, where Sym(/x) is the symmetric group on g 
symbols and the wreath product is defined using the representation f G on blocks. 
To avoid complicating the statements we have stated the results for the 
situation when G does act faithfully on points. 
Theorem 2. Let 9 be a 2 - (v ,  k, )t) design and let G be a subgroup of Aut(~) 
which is transitive on blocks. Assume that G has point rank k a -  k + 1 and that G 
acts faithfully on points. Then G has odd order and )t is odd. Further, v -  1 is 
divisible by k a_ k, and if G is neither egular nor Frobenius, then v is a prime power. 
In fact a slightly stronger version of this theorem is proved. One of the papers 
which caused the author to think along these lines was by Clapham [3]. In that 
paper he considered 2 - (v ,  3, 1) designs, and showed that under the hypothesis of 
Theorem 2 v is a prime-power even if G is a Frobenius group. If G is of maximal 
rank as in Theorem 2, then it is straightforward to check v is a prime power if 
k < 6. If k = 6 the smallest value of v for which there could exist an 2 - (v ,  6, 1) 
design satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 2, without being a prime-power is 
91. By using the fact that if ~ were a design with these parameters then a 
Frobenius group of automorphisms acting regularly on the blocks would have 
order 273, we were able to find a design. This used simple home micro-computer 
techniques to find a block containing 0 and 1, {0, 1, bl, b2, b3, bn} such that all 
blocks were of the form {z, 1 + z, b l+ z, b2+ z, b3+ z, b4+ z}, bi ~ Z91 and z ~ Z91 
or of the form {16z, 16(1+z),  16(bx+z), 16(b2+z), 16(b3+z), 16(b4+z)}. An 
appropriate choice was found to be b~ = 3, b2 = 12, b3 = 45 and b4 = 64. 
Mills [4] had already found a 2 -  (91, 6, 1) design and he has pointed out to me that 
the two designs are isomorphic. The author would like to thank Dr  R. Bailey for 
her many helpful comments. 
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2. General results 
Let ~ be a design and let G <~ Aut(~).  We will say that G and ~ satisfy (A) if 
G is block-transitive. It is important o comment hat since G is block-transitive, 
G is also point-transitive ([2, 2.3.2]). 
Lemma 1. Let G and ~ satisfy (A) and let B be a block. Let At, . . . ,  A, be the 
orbits of GB on the points incident with B. Then this gives rise to a unique labelling 
of the point orbits of the stabilizer of any block. 
Proof. Let B and C be two blocks and let g be in G and h be in G such that 
Bg = C and Bh = C. Now A~g and A~h will be point orbits of Gc. Then A~gh -1 is 
an orbit of GB and since gh -1 is in GB we have A~gh -1 = A~ and so A~g = Aih. [] 
For the remainder of this section we are going to consider a pair G, ~ such that 
G and ~ satisfy.(A). We will pick a labelling A~,. . . ,  At where t is the number of 
orbits of GB on the points incident with B for some block B. Further for any 
block C we let A~(C) be the orbit of Gc associated with Ai as in Lemma 1. 
Lemma 2. Let a be a point in ~. Then G~, has t orbits on the blocks of ~ incident 
with a. 
Pro f .  Let E and C be two blocks incident with a. Assume that there is an h in 
G~ such that Eh = C. Let a be in A~(E). Then ah = a is in A~(E)h = A~(C). So E 
and C are in the same orbit of G~ only if a is in Ai(E) and Ai(C) for some i. 
Now assume that for some pair of blocks B and C both incident with a, there 
exists i such that a is in A~(B) and A~(C). Let g be in G such that Bg = C. Then 
ageA~(C).  But a e A~(C) so there exists h in Gc such that ah =ag.  Then 
agh -1= a and Bgh -1= C. So B and C are in the same orbit of G~. 
Since G is point-transitive, for any i, 1~<i<~ t there is a block B such that 
a ~ A~(B), it follows that G~ has exactly t orbits on the blocks incident with a. [] 
Let r be the number of blocks incident with a given point and b be the total 
number of blocks. 
Lemma 3. Let a and {3 be any two distinct points of ~. Then the size of the orbit of 
(3 under the action of G~ is 
) t (v -  1)[GB: G,,.a.a] 
k(k - 1)[G.,~: G.,~.B] '
where B is any block containing a. 
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Proof. 
[G: GB ][ GB " G..a.B] 
[ G." G..~] = [ G" G. ][ G..B: G..a,.] 
b [G, :  G~.a.s] 
v [G~.a: G~.a.B] 
r [GB" G~.~.~] 
= - -  • 
k [G~,~: G,,B ~] 
But r = h(v -  1) / (k -  1) and so the lemma is true. [] 
Lemma 4. If G and ~ satisfy (A) and (k, r)= 1 then G is flag-transitive. 
Proof. Let B be a block containing the point a. Then 
[G: O..~]: [G: O.][O~: O~]=v[Q,: O.~]. 
But 
vr  
[G-G~.~]= [6: ~][~-G,.~]=~-[~-~,.~]. 
So [G.:  Go.B]=(r/k)[GB: G~.B]. If ( r ,k )= l ,  then r=[Go,'G...B] and k= 
[GB" G~.B], since r>~[Q,: Go,.B]. Thus G is flag-transitive. [] 
This both generalizes and gives an alternative and much simpler proof of a 
lemma in [ 1]. 
Theorem 1. Let G and ~ satisfy (A ). Let B be a block and let GB have rank m on 
the points incident with B. Then the point rank of G <<-m- t+ 1, where t is the 
number of orbits of GB on the points incident with B. 
l k~f .  Let a be any point in ~. Let BI,.  • •, Bt be blocks such that a e A~(Bi). By 
Lemma 2 we know that any block incident with a is conjugate to one of the Bi 
under the action of G~. Let/3 be any other point in fl~. Then there is an h in G~ 
such that/3h is incident with Bi say. If G~,B, has t~ orbits on the points incident 
with Bi then/3h is in one of 6 - 1 orbits. So the maximum number of orbits of G~ 
on the points distinct from a is Y.~=x (t~-1). So the rank of G i s  at most 
Y,~=l(t~-1)+ 1= m-t+ 1. [] 
We can now reinterpret this in terms of k. 
Corollary 1. Let G and fl~ satisfy (A), then G has point rank ~k 2-  k-t-1. 
Proof. It can be seen that the largest possible rank of GB on the points incident 
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with B will occur when GB acts trivially. In that case the 
k2 -k+l .  [] 
rank of G is 
We end this section with some results which will be useful in the next section. 
Lemma 5. Let G and @ satisfy (A) and let g be an element of G such that 
g = (a, [3)" • • for some pair of points a and {3. Then either there exists a block B 
incident with both a and [3 and there exists an h in GB with h = (a, [3). • • or Go,.~ 
acts on the set of blocks incident with both ot and [3 so that there are an even number 
of orbits of each size. 
Proof. Let ({et, [3}) denote the set of blocks incident with both ct and /3. Then g 
acts on this set. If g fixes an  orbit of G~,,oon ({t~,/3}) then there is a block 
B ~({a, [3}) and u in G~, B such that Bg = Bu. Then Bgu -1= B and [3gu -1= a and 
~tgu71= [3. So either the first conclusion of  the lemma is true or g fixes no orbits 
of G~,a on ({a, [3}). Since g2 fixes all such orbits the second conclusion holds. [] 
Corollary. I f  G and ~ satisfy (A) and both h and the order of GB in its action on 
the points incident with B are odd, for some block B, then G is odd in its action on 
the points of ~. 
Lemma 6. Let G and ~ satisfy (A ) and let ~, [3 and "y be three distinct points of ~. 
Assume that o~, [3 and "y are all incident with the same block B. If [3 and "v are in the 
same orbit of G~ but not of G,,,B, then G~,, is not transitive on the blocks incident 
with both a and % 
Proof. Let h be in G~ such that [3h =% Let C=Bh.  Now both B and C are 
incident with both cz and % If G~,, is transitive on ({a, ~/}), then there exists g in 
G,,,~ so that Cg = B. So Bhg = B. But czhg = a and [3hg =~ and hg is in G~m. 
This is a contradiction and so the lemma is true. [] 
We now come to consider the situation where G does not act faithfully on 
points. 
1PrOlmsition 2. Let O and ~ satisfy (A). Let K be the kernel of the action of G on 
the points of ~. Then there exists a natural number v~ such that there is a design G 
with parameters 2- (v ,  k, )t/gO such that G/K and c¢ satisfy (A) and G/K acts 
faithfully on the points of c¢. 
Proof. Since G acts transitively on the blocks of ~, K acts ½-transitively on the 
blocks. Let V~ be the size of the orbits of K. Since K acts trivially on the points, 
any two blocks in an orbit clearly have the same set of points incident with them. 
Let c~ have the same set of points as ~ and define the blocks of c¢ to be in 1-1 
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correspondence with the orbits of K. A point a of cg is incident with a block of rg 
if and only if et is incident with all the blocks of ~ in the orbit which corresponds 
to the block of rg. The remaining properties follow immediately. [] 
3. Maximal rank 
Lemma 7. Let G satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1. G has maximal possible rank 
m - t + 1 if and only if G~. a acts transitively on the blocks incident with both a and 
[3, whenever ~ and/3 are distinct points of D. 
Proof. By Theorem 1 the maximal rank on points that G can have is m-  t + 1. 
This will only occur if for any two distinct points/3 and 7 are incident with a block 
B, which is incident with a, then/3 and ~/are in the same orbit of G~, if and only 
if they are in the same orbit of GB,~. By Lemma 6 this will only happen if G~, a is 
transitive on blocks incident with both a and/3. This is true for any pair a and/3 
and so the lemma holds. [] 






3. Let G be the subgroup of the automorphism group of a 2 -  (v, k, A) 
which acts faithfully on the points. Assume G is block transitive with 
rank. Then one of the following holds: 
is regular on both points and blocks and ~ is a projective plane, if k >t 3; 
is a Frobenius group and A = 1; 
(iii) G has an Abelian regular normal subgroup of order p" for some prime p and 
is a subgroup of the one dimensional group of a~fine semilinear transformations of
the field GF(pa). 
In all cases k 2 -  k Iv-1 and A is odd. 
Further, in (iii), v = p a and A I a and if et and [J are any pair of points A divides 
Proof. If G has rank k 2 -  k + 1, then k 2 -  k = m - t where m and t are defined in 
Theorem 1. Then Gs acts trivially on the points incident with B follows as in the 
Corollary to Theorem 1. So Lemma 5 and Lemma 7 imply G has odd order and 
so G is soluble, by the Feit-Thompson Theorem. From Lemma 3 the size of each 
orbit of G= is (v - 1)/(k 2 -  k) hence (k 2 -  k) ] (v - 1). So either G acts as a regular 
group, a Frobenius group, or a 1½-transitive group. Note that A I IG~[ by Lemma 
7 and so A is odd. If G acts as a regular group v-1  = k2-k  sincd (v-1)/(k2-~k) 
divides IG~I. Then as A(v -1 )= r (k -1 ) ,  we have A = 1 and~ r= k and D is a 
projective plane, if k 1> 3. 
If G is a Frobenius group A = 1 since A divides the order of G~,a for all pairs 
et,/3 by Lemma 7. 
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If G is 1½-transitive and neither of the preceding cases the structure of G 
follows from the main results of Passman [5, 6] using the observation that G~,a is 
transitive on the A blocks incident with both a and/3. There are no exceptions as 
G has odd order. [] 
Corollary. Let G and ~ satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3 with k >13. Then ~ is 
symmetric if and only if ~ is a projective plane and G is regular. 
Proof. By the usual equalities for the parameters of designs A(v -  1)= k(k -  1). 
Since (k 2 -  k ) [ (v -  1), A = 1 and k 2 -  k = v -  1. Now each orbit of G~ has size 
(v - 1)/(k 2 -  k), so G~ is trivial. 
In the situation of Theorem 3, X (v - 1) = (k - 1)r and v - 1 = e(k 2- k) for some 
integer e. Since G~ has order divisible by (v -  1)/(k 2 -  k )= e, e is odd. [] 
The author considered the existence of designs with e = 3 and a Frobenius 
automorphism group. It was possible to show that there existed 2 - (v ,  k, 1) 
designs with an automorphism group, of order re, for k = 3, 4, 5 and 6. The case 
k = 6 was the result mentioned in the introduction. It has not yet been possible for 
the author to verify the situation for k > 6. 
The situation concerning existence when A > 1 is not clear but the author has 
shown the existence of a 2 -  (7 3, 3, 3) design with rank 9 - 3 + 1 = 7. 
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